
EQUIPMAK
“we equip the whole world”

These premium gowns 
are made of Terrycotton 
fabric and also have a 
reinforced barrier fabric 
from mid-chest to knee 
and along 3/4 of the 
sleeves.This second layer 
fabric used on the front 
and arms of the gown is 
liquid and blood proof 
and stain resistant and 
is comprised of polyester 
material that delivers a 
high level of protection.

The ultimate protection in Equipmak Reinforced 
Washable Gowns provides an exceptional 
combination of protection, comfort, durability, 
and economics.

The gown has knitted cuffs in 
same color with the fabric.

REINFORCED WASHABLE GOWNSREINFORCED WASHABLE GOWNS

Description Material Used Size Available Style Color

Reinforced Washable
Gown

110 gsm Terrycotton and
75 gsm Water Repellent
Acrylic Coated Fabric

Medium, Large,
XL and XXL

Long Sleeve,
Round Neck,
Knitted Cuff

Green
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EQUIPMAK

A medical gown is typically used in a hospital or clinic environment where you might be
exposed to microorganisms and particulate matter in a sterile environment. The medical
gown is designed to protect personnel and patients from the transfer of these
microorganisms and particulate material in a medical environment.

Equipmak Reinforced Washable gowns have seam that are double stitched and 
overlocked. Also, the sewing threads match the fabric color.

Gowns can be tied with laces at the collar and waist. 
The size adjustment can be adjusted between sizes S - 
XL thanks to these laces. The laces are reinforced with 
a zigzag stitch.

They can be washed at 60 degrees and are not affect-
ed by bleach. They have a feature of not shrinking in 
washing and can be washed upto 60-100 times. 

The gowns can be washed with standard soap or 
detergent and can be reused by being sterilized and is 
resistant to pressure sterilization.

BODY MEASUREMENT
BODY LENGHT SLEEVE LENGHT

M

CHEST WIDTH

130 CM

132 CM

134 CM

136 CM

128 CM

130 CM

130 CM

132 CM

76 CM

76 CM

76 CM

78 CM

SIZE

L

XL

XXL

BODY LENGHT
(Reinforced Barrier Fabric)

SLEEVE LENGHT
(Reinforced Barrier Fabric)

70 CM

70 CM

70 CM

70 CM

32 CM

32 CM

32 CM

32 CM


